
SCHEDULING TRAINING 

LEARN HOW TO PREPARE YOUR BIM 

MODEL FOR QUANTITY TAKE-OFF! 

WHAT IS BIM-BASED 

SCHEDULING? 

BIM model-based quantity takeoff is for 

accurate determination of surface areas, 

element volumes, element counts with 

belonging metadata. Information incorporated 

within BIM models can be extracted by 

following certain rules and guidelines. These 

lists can be used by cost estimators for 

construction planning. 

TRAINING OBJECTIVES 

Understand the importance of accurate 

modeling alongside with the structure and 

behavior of Archicad schedules. Learn the 

basics of quantity take-off and quality control 

methods from Archicad BIM models. 

Advanced property management and use of 

external applications are not covered in this 

training.  

WHO SHOULD ATTEND? 

Archicad users with basic to intermediate 

knowledge  

PREREQUISITES 

There are no prerequisites, however this 

training is recommended for users who 

completed the Archicad online test with a 

minimum score of 40% 

DURATION 

1 day (6 hours) 

Participants are guided through the basic concepts and rules 

of thumb for preparing the 3D BIM model for quantity take-

off. Among other topics they will learn about the following 

topics through a set of hands-on exercises and usefule tips 

and tricks: 

+ surface and volume extraction from structures

+ door and window list

+ object inventory creation

+ zone listing

+ schedule exporting

+ topics with the use of different hands-on exercises and useful

tricks and tips.



COURSE OUTLINE
Archicad SCHEDULING 

CONCEPT OVERVIEW 

+ Work environment

+ Attribute management

+ Model Level of Detail

MODELING CONCEPTS

+ Basic modeling techniques and model preparation

+ Element classification and identification methods

SCHEDULING EXERCISES

+ Archicad Scheduling parameters and scheme settings

+ Basics of Door and Window lists

+ Exporting model quantities and tables

+ Introduction to Model Quality Control

+ Bottlenecks and solutions

+ Modeling and scheduling tricks and tips

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

Participant must have access to a computer 

with the latest Archicad version installed. Valid 

commercial, trial or educational license of 

Archicad is required. 
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